Social Program

Thursday, June 9

20:00 Dinner in a panoramic sea view restaurant near the ramparts of the Corsair City (60€)

Animation of the dinner by a group of "Celtic music".

Friday, June 10

Cancale and Mont-Saint-Michel visits with lunch in an oysters farm (95€)

12:40 Welcome by english guides and bus transport to Cancale

- Visit and lunch in an oysters farm in the Cancale Bay

- Bus transport along the Mont-Saint-Michel Bay (many oysters and mussels farms...)
- Arrival to the Mont-Saint-Michel and visit of its Abbey (8th century) and the medieval architecture from the 11th to the 16th century
- Detailed visit of the Abbey, the church, the convent, the dining hall....
- You will enjoy the beautiful and matchless view over the bay when going down the ramparts path to the « Grande Rue », shops and houses dating from the 15th and 16th centuries.

19:00 Return by bus to Saint-Malo (45’)

Caution : because of security plan, there is no left luggage deposit inside the walls.